InsureCloud: On-Demand Insurance Platform
“Speed is the new currency for growth”

Accelerate core system transformations and fundamentally change the way IT services are delivered to your business with AWS Cloud and DevOps.

To stay ahead of the competition, your insurance company should build advanced capabilities to support business processes—and undergo core system transformations. In parallel, it’s important to reduce technical debt while realizing cost and operational efficiencies.

To help achieve these goals, core system transformations can:

- Build a consistent policy administration, billing, and claims experience for agents and the insured that advances brand and customer retention.
- Improve profitability by transitioning to a single nimble and agile platform which can increase speed to market and ignite the development of new distribution channels.
- Reduce operating costs and strengthen business processes by streamlining operations and promoting automation with straight-through processing across underwriting, claims, and billing.
- Boost service quality through improved data quality, early integration of logical groups, and use of data analytics.

Jump start your journey with InsureCloud

The On-Demand Insurance Platform solution by Deloitte helps you accelerate your transformations and drive agility through core system modernization.

This highly scalable solution provides a “shopping cart” experience, distinctive in the insurance world. Powered by DevOps, the InsureCloud platform is equipped with preconfigured insurance accelerators that use Guidewire InsuranceSuite™, integrated with Mulesoft on AWS Cloud.
Unlock potential, deliver impact

InsureCloud, coupled with Deloitte's extensive industry knowledge and deep cloud technical experience, can help deliver:

- Fully integrated Guidewire InsuranceSuite™, on-demand third-party integrations, and preconfigured continuous DevOps delivery on cloud
- Automated and secured blueprint with built-in security, resiliency, availability, and scalability delivered within weeks as opposed to three to six months
- Potential to reduce technical debt and improve quality of service with less upfront cost

Key capabilities powering the solution

- **Insurance integration accelerators**: Preconfigured insurance accelerators that can be quickly implemented and include leading third-party vendor integrations
- **Application configuration**: On-demand provisioning of Guidewire core systems with Mulesoft integration
- **DevOps**: Fully automated SDLC process enabling continuous planning, build, integration, and monitoring
- **Infrastructure as code**: Programmable infrastructure that is sourced, configured, deployed, and managed through code with the help of CloudFormation scripts
- **Optimized cloud architecture on AWS**: Automated and secured blueprint including seamless spin-up and spin-down of infrastructure resources without incurring high setup costs

As an AWS Premier Consulting Partner with a Financial Services (Consulting) Competency, our joint solutions leverage the market-leading innovation, specialized insights, professional networks, and industry experience of Deloitte and combine them with AWS's industry-leading cloud technologies. This uniquely positions Deloitte and AWS to enable your business to be agile, innovative, and get to the future faster.
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